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ABSTRACT
The physical barrieri in mcbile homes were removed,

and imdifications made, to accommodate wheelchair students. These
selected students were tested to deteraine psychological factors
which might be important in mobile hose living. The results of
personal interviews psychOngical tests and persOral ctservation
indicated that the physical surroundings and physical adjtstaent go
hand in hand with psychological adjustment. The nature ard range of
personal problems decreased as a result cf mobile hcme living for the
students (N=10) in the study: The dilecticn of the study was such
that-all students felt very strongly that they profited from the
.experience in independent living. There were more people visiting
them in the mobile home than in the dormitory, while the effect on
grades was mixed. Cverall, the participants-rated the expeilment a
success. (Author/BN)
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAT., EFFECTS
7-OF MOBILE Ham LIVING UPON A SELECTED.

-OF WHEELCHAIR COLLEGE STUDENTS*

a.

"p.gRmissiON TO REPRODUCE TIr
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED I

GROUP 4 5,z4
TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCI
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC) AN
USERS OF THE ERIC SYSTEM."

Purpose:

Thepurpose of this study was to investigate the psycho-

logidal factors considered important to orthopedically handi-

capped students, restricted to wheelchairs, living in mobile

homes on the St. Andrews Presbyterian College campus. Under-.

-*..44!ndably, these psycholigical faCtors would be complex in
6

nature and therefore many approadhed were used. These approaches

include the following: personal interviews at intervals of

three to four months, psychological tests which might have an

importance in determining the nature of the adjustment to

mobile home 'living, and factors such -as change in self-concept

and self-confidence. Also, observatiori was sytematically done

to determine the effects of mobile home living on handicapped

students. This study applies only to college students due tto

the selected population which was studied.

Plan of the Study:

The plan of the study was to compare the disabled students,

restricted to whpelchairs,whO were living in 1-50bile homes with
-

I

a,control group living in the dormitories at St. Andrews Pres-
,

blIterian College. This direct approach proved to be impossible,

as finding students to form'a matched pair in a

I

very smatl pop,.

41,
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ulation presented severe problems. Among the moye_difficult

problems were matching as to the important variables, including

sek, time of injury or birth defect, the amount of handicap and

psychological adjustment as measured by representative psycho-

logical instruments. In order to -secure a control group the

data from a study whiChlwas completed in 1971, Urie, Student'

Aides for Handicapped, College Students was used. Also included

were, a few additional students who attended St. Andrews Pres-
,

byterian7College after the'study was completed: They were

included because they represented complete data, and had

similar handicapping conditions to the persons in the mobile

'home study. Another group of students was selected from this

..St. Andr\ews Presbyterian College study group, because the

psychological atild physical factors were so-very close to the

ten students who comprised the mobile home study group. The

project students lived in mobile home units on the St. 'Andrews

Presbyterian College campus for varying.lengths of, time, and

therefore in ordw to obtain a sample size that was not too

small they were considered as one group; that is, if any

effects were to be demonstrated, they Should be demonStrated

regardless of lerigth of time spent in the mobile homes.

.The student-4in the mobile home study occupied the mobile homes

from four months to a complete school Had the time of

stay been longer than this, two years or more, it is possible

that different areas would have appeared in their psychologi-

cal adjustment. In order to control for the effects of St.

Andrews Presbyterian college environment, the. control groups

. were c.ompared with the mobile home residents, and the mobile
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home residents also becathe their own control group. The inter-

views proved to be one of the most valuablt features of the

entire psychological study, because many of the changes that

were noted in the psychological instruments, were verified in

the interviews. (See Appendix A) The mdbile home groupand

the handicapped population of St. Andrews Presbyterian College

students were compared on' psychological tests asto changes

over a period of time_for both groups, and accordingly pre-
-

a4d-R9st=test measures were used in both cases.

In preparation for the study, the following action was

taken: (1) A questionnaire was prepared and mailed to eight

indiviSmals who were both physiclly handicapped and restricted

to wheelchairs, and who resided in mobile homes. Of this group,

six returned the questionnaire with complete answers. (2)'A

literature search was conducted by mailing to the American

Psychological Association a form requesting all research re-

leted to the psychological effects of living in a mobile home

for the handicapped. This is a search of Psychological

Abstracts from 1967 to the present. This search yielded no

references.

There are some studies which, although not directly related

to mobile home living, dO have important implications in this

study. one such study is the Highland Heights Experiment which

used essentially a.Healthand Social, model in its approach and

in many ways cannot,be applied to the present study. However,
ti

there aLL some important findings in that study which do h6ve

ect bearing on the present study. Conclusion"C" on page 67

the Highland Heights Experiment Report, "The present short



term impact study has also left unanswered-important questions

of haw personwith different types of functional disabilities

respond to residency in Highland Heights. , Nor have the dif=

ferentiaI effects of a variety of types of conventional hoes-.

'ing of persons with different types of fundtional disabilities

been investigated". This, is important for our present study

because mobile homes present one approach to the problem of

modifying housing and A-S effects fora range of functional

disabilitles.
..

'The auestibn of conclusion !ID" on pages 68-69

'cannot be satisfactorily answered by this study because ofits

small sample size. -It is not known, at this time, whether or

not all of our physically disabled students could profit'from

the mobile home experience, or if the ones who, were selected

actually were the ideal ones who could receive-the maximum

benefit from-the experience. Conclusion "E".of the Highland

Heights Experiment, page 69 states, "The short term study of

ighlagd Heights has had a positive impact.on the health and

well-being of its residents". The present study has verified

the conclusion stated above, although .our population was younger

than the Highland Heights population and was enrolled in college

during, the length of the study.

Dunn (1976) points to a very important` consideration for

this:study. "Differences in the pSychological adjustment be-

tweep persons who have varying degrees of disability have been

noted: it appears that -those whose disabilities-are less _

severe may experience greater psychological problems due to

their more marginal position between the 'world of the physi-

cally normal majority' and the.' world of the physical ds-



abld.tninority'. But perhaps the finding of greatest import

-id. that an indiVidual's response to rehabilitative treatment is

determined more by the attitudes they hold toward themdelves,

i. e. 'their self7cOncept, than by their degree of physical

disability." 'The..importance of this statement'come s from an

understanding that individuals who entered the mobile homes in

this present project brought with them certain concepts about

themselves and these 'self- concepts have an important bearing_

"Cfzipon -the impact that the. mobile home experience had upon them.

Factors that were not investigated in this present study,

but may have .an important bearing in directions "for future

., research are as follows: (1) Does the age at which the person

is injured have any effect upon their adjustment to mobile

hope living: (In our. very preliminary attempt to answer this

question, the answer appears to be that it.does have a very

mportant impact upon personal adjustment.) (2) Would students

who are severely disabled and in wheelchairs show as much or

more-improvement in their overall self-concept and independent

living if they lived in modified apartments off campus? (This

obviously would have been the ideal control group, but this

simply could not be done, there are not enough apartments that

have been architecturally modified to accommodate the number

of students in this project.) (3) Would students have expe-

.
rienced more changes in self-concept'and independence had they

beep permitted to stay 'longer period of time in the mobile

home?

Other studies have shown that the self-concept is an im-

/ portant consideration fot the physically disabled such as

6



Breslin (1968), Dunn 0967), and Smits (1964): These studies

and others have shown that the self-concept of the severely

disabled student is different from the average student in

college, and Urie (1971) also demonstrated this in the St.

Anaiews Presbyterian College Study. The conclusion is:

studying any group of disabled population, the appropriate

population for comparison is a similar group of 'handicapped

students and therefore the published normative data for the

psychological measuring instruments should not be used. Of `

the eight persons in wheelchairs living. in mobile homes re-

ferred to earlier in this report, six returned the questionnaire

with complete information. By far the most outstanding pro-

blem cited was the lack of physical modification in the mobile

homes for these individuals. Other factors were the remote-
.

ness or nearness of neighbors, and the mobile,home.community
.

itself'.

The two groups of fifty persons represent somewhat dif-

ferent populations of St. Andrews Presbyterian College

students for comparison with the mobile home study group.

The St. Andrel.;Js Prqsbyterian College Mbbile Home Study Group

consisted of five males and4.five females with complete and

usable data. All of the study data is related to St. Andrews

Presbyterian College students for-'the samples of fifty students

and the sample of ten students.

The following scales were administered to the St. Andrews

Presbyterian College .mobile Home Study Group: (1). 'The Tennes-
,

see Self-Concept Scale (Pitts, 1965) : . ( .The Adjective .Check-

list (Gough, 1965); (3) The Handicapped roblems Inventbry



(Wright, 1960); and (4) The Activities of Daily Living (Katz,

1963). In! addition, periodic interviews were conducted with

the mobile home project individuals in order to obtain sub-

jective reports of adjustment problems And progress.

Discussion:.

Table I presents the results for the Handicapped.ProblemsA

Inventory. The total score, although not significant statist

tidally, decreased from 50.90 to 43.10. This is important in

showing that while the individual lived in the mobile home, the

number of piOblems che ked decreases.This is some indication

that the individual was ecoming somewhat less sensitive to

the handicap and not ex riencingi as many problems with itt

(This is also donfirmed by the interviews.), The vocational,

family, and social areas remained essentially the ,same; the

personal area showed decline of 4.3 points which, although not'

significant, imitates :hat mobile home living was having an
.

effect on the person's perception of a wide variety of other

factors and will be discussed in the interview section. In a

comparison of the Tennessee Self-Concept of the original .

selected sample. of handicapped as indicated in Table II, there

eis very little difference between, our sample an the'original-

q

group with the following exceptions: Family,Self is lower for

the mobile home group. This maybe an indicatiOn that they

A .

i .

.
felt themselves to be,less adequate as family members than the

'.
.

.

- ,

. .

originate mple7 although both means are well within the normal
, '

range of scores. Total variability is Tess for the mobile

home sample, probabl/ it due.to the fact that'they were somewhat,
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more homogeneous than the-original sample and genera

older that' the original sample. Column Variabilit was

wer

significantly different for the tins groups, again reflecting

more consistency in the mobile home sample. The use of four,

two, and one (response.categories1 as opposed to five is indi-
.

cative that the mobile home sample felt less sure of themselves

anA,tended. to describe themselves,in more negative terms or

nses. The mobile home group was somewhat better adjusted

overall as indicated on the general Maladjustment Scale and the.

Personality Integration Seale. In general we had a gro,pp who

re

were somewhat more negative about themselves as they entered

the experiment, felt less posit-iveabout feing a family member,

and generally were slightly better adjusted than the original

sample. First, we compare "before and after" self-views of

the students entering the mobile home project and leaving, the

mobile home project. This comparison is found in Table III.

They show very little change, and although statistically not

,

significant, there are a number of interesting results. For

example, j,n the Total Positive Score, the mean increased from

333.39 to 338.89, which suggest that the vroup was feeling more

positive about themselves After having been in the experiment

than they did fore. The Personal Self also, shows a slight .

increase which was confirmed by the Handicapped Problems

Inventory. Column Variability declines in a statistically

significant way,,which indicated'a greater correspondence ih

self-perception of the individual selves than that, which was

indicated when they entered the project. Because of some

additional date, added.to the original sample, the next group
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46,

Comparison is based upon fifty subjects rather ;;In the ori-

'ginal forty-one. The pre-test group shows about the same

differences on the Tennessee as the study preavOinthis one

and the data are presented in Table IV. What is interest/ieng-

about this is that although students were mot selected for this

mobile home project on the basis of their originalpsychologi-
LA

cal adjust-ment, the project group was slightly better adjusted

than the control group of fifty subjects. Part of this ay be

due to the small sample size, or in part it may be due to the

fact that mobile home participants are somewhat more adventurous

than the average handicapped student at St". Andrewj.Prepy-

terian College.

The next step is to compare the post-test Tennessee Self-
,

Concept for the sample of fifty with the mobile hoirle group and

this is what the pOst-testing represents. Here we see about

the'same difference indicating that the mobile. home living

experience did not change the overall handicapped,post -group

controls. The mobile home students remained better integrated

than those who had spent four years living in a traditional

St. Andrews Presbyterian College pattern.- Table,IV presents

the data for the Pre-and-Post-Test Adjective Checklist fbr.

Mobile Home group. There are not statistically significant

changes in the sc.ores from the first testing-period to the

last. Some- areas do show very slight gains rom one testing

to the next. Selt-confidence remains dppr imatdlY the same,

and there is very slight change in:the sco es for self-control.

The interviews weAe very interesting in th t some things in

the tests cited above were beginning to reflect, and, under

.10

. 4
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.
-longer conditions woul4 probably reflect in a _Statisfically-

significant-way. There were differences in the two general

(coups that occupied the mobile homes. The first group knew

each other quite well, and -had already4formed.sofiebonds 'for

establishing a social community in-the location of the mobile

homes. The second group did not have this common social_

experience of knowing each other and therefore had\to depend

more on the aide or persons.coming to visit-them than the ,

first groUp. The first group had established friendships

longer and as a losult had far more visitors in their stay

than., the second group. Possibly some c) this is due to the,

length of stay of th first group of students on the campus

since nearly all of t em were seniors. The interviews. also -

reflect all of this. The'second group felt more lonely and

isolated'and with less friendships/and less opportunity to
ko

entertain than the first group. The first group generally

looked forward to the experience of living in a mobifejlipme;

the second group did not look forward to the experience as

much. In every,case'in the interviews the individuals

reported positive gains in their self-confidence'and emphasized

again and again how much independence they felt as a result ,of

the experience. For example,-"I found that .I could do things

that I never thought I could do, and I found out that I really

can cook". This statement from a male 'who was expressing
,

something that was common to the students, namely,that they

were exploring and trying new. things that were not necessary

in the dornitory or could be done Iby someone else. In many

ways this experience was very new territory for, all of them.

11



The number of hours spent in household chores varied from our
.

16u4s per welt to.sexteen hours per week; The males Spent far

-less time in meal preparation than the females and less time

.

in housework. The mean for household chores was eight hours,

for cooking the tme ranged from four hours per week to- a

maximum of twenty_ with thee mean being about fiAeen hours'.

The mote severely handicapped reported longer hours which'cdilld
. f

be dexpecte:.

Are grade's affected by the time taken for other duties?

The universal answer from all participants was they were not.
,

They would have spent time doing othfir things. Because of

many Variables such as the difficulty of urses, the nuniber-
, -

of courses and the instructors,five students increased in
N

grade point averages, three. students decreased and two students
I

remained about the same. Thus, living in mobile homes did not

have a bearing upon the students' study habits. Those conClu-

sions come from. subjective interviews as well L?"'*he grade

,-

point data. W ihat is important- is that the organization of
4* ,

-

time which a student brings to the mobile-Aire will be the
. ,

Same organization of time .fhat is used 'in.t de orm.or else

where. Students generally ,took on, more household 'Chores such
4

as steeping, cooking, washing dishes, and other. thirigs. Most

of themreported that they enjoyed doing thinWfiow themselves

and felt confident that they could do them again, given the

opportunity. None of the students felt that ATe-Mpbile home

experien e was,anything more. than temporary,'and would, efer

to live on a long term basis either in a house Or an apartment.

12.



As ar as safety was doncerne4, they felt safe in the

kobiie home, and fel/t,protected as wellas-they could be.
(:-- -1 -, .

vs .
, /

(There was actually, very little reporting of fear of any kind'--in
t

e
.

other than the usualhcademic,fears.) All of the group 'was

-very,posiAive about,the 'total experience and woul do it again

if th oppottunity presented Itself.
\,=

Conclusions: 41-

Students geneNally felt that they profited,,yery'muCh frOm

the experience. We had one-married couple in'the experiment,

the husband is the handicapped and the wife able-bodied; and

they reported that their experience was very worthwhile. The

wife adjusted to the changing conditions very quickly and

learned to do things more efficiently according to her own

report.

The major feeling was one of independence for the persons

in the project), a few had problems with self-discipline in
6

getting everything done that needed to be done, but most of

them adiusted,to-te experience very well and considered it

very worthwhile. Some students entered the experiment with a
A

dfigreeof anticipation of a new experience, others 'felt that

the change would be greater than they had anticipated and after

afew days were well adjusted,to their different existence.

Some,of them missed, the social life of the dorm, ltit-thi's was

to a certain eXtent compensated for by frequent viSitp of

friends. Although no form'al study was made of the small comPN

munity itself, most of the student reported that there was a

great deal,of compatibility between themselves and others in

L
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thd project. When there was ,a problem it ulguaaly was. between
f

the handicApped person and the aide living with 'them, and this

ptob,lem was rare-and usually settled quickly,

:Generally, the subjective reports-indicated,that the prd-
-

ject.was worthwhile, 'd given 4/1'.additiorial opportunity, the

students would participate again: ti

/ s%
1 4.

Because-sdke pf the project studerits have not graduated:

from St. A'ndre%IsvresbYtxian Collecte, a follow -up will. aon-
-).

tinue s'to their living'conditions a clemployment.

C,

A final conclusion indicated by ithis study s that phy- 1

sical and psychological factors are closely related; if the

physical barriers, are removed, the psychological adjustment

factors become much easier to deal with.

A
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TABLE I

TITLE: COMPARIS1ON OF MOBILE HOME
PROJECT PARTICIPANTS ON THE

HANDICAPPED'PROBLEMS'INVENTORY:

/PREtAly PAST -TEST

41=1
Pre Tes

.-,

TOTAL

*,Mean S.D. . Mean S.D. "t" ,

50.90 31.40 43.10'

0.

771 .
VOCATIONAL 8.30 10.07

C
8.20 6.23 .03

F/MILY 12.00 MO '9.70 7.42 .62
I.-

ERSONAL 18.90 10.50 14.60 11.33 .88

SOCIAL o '11.70
i

'9.12' 10.70 7.80 .26

Comparison of Mile Home
Project Participants from
Pre- testing to POs-Testing

17
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STUDENTS Al ST. ANDREWS PRESItYlERIAN COLLEGE
WITH MO I I.E HOME PARTICIPANT:t ON THE

TENNESSEE SELF-CONCEPT FRE-TESTING

7

)TAHLE 11
,

N=.50 Pre

Means S.D.'s

N=10 Pre
MeanR S .n.°' I I rr

.

SelfLCriticism 37.63 5.88 1.08 5.36 1.45.-----

True/False' 1.09 ..23 1.08 .18 .06

Net Conflict' ,../::.. -0.63 11,34 ) 0.10 9.15 -.19
_ .

TotalConflictv', , 31.44 -.9.44 26190. 8.45 1.56 \,.;

Total.\Positive ,346.75 26.10 338.89 23.84 . .88

Iilent1ty,_ l'''. 127.33 "8,66 '' 121..\60 78.37 1.92

Self- Satisfaction

1*-----'

106,84 '13.18 107.70 11.19 -.19;

Behavior 112.26 51.32 , 109.60 '7:41 :85

Physical Self 65.65 6.21 67.20 . 6.'16- -.76 -

Mora/Ethical Self 71.14 8.19 67.80 -6,98 1.20

Personal Self 66.89 5.8i '68.60 .6 -.88

FaMily Self '72.65 7.33 . 67.20 .37 2.09*

Social Self 70.95 6.92 68.00
,'c

6.75 1.24

Total Variability 47.04 12.11 36.60 '10.13 2.55**

Column Variability 28.53 8.48 19.30 '8.87 1 3.11**

Row Variability 18.71 5.70 .15.40 4.38 1 1.73

Distribution 116.84 24.24 102.40 16.56 1.79

No. 5's 16.37 9.68 10:50 8.70 1.77

No. 4's 24.82 6.95 32.3P 7.15 -3.09**

No 3's 19.75: /6.36 19.40 6.75 .13

No. /'s" 16.99 '7.14
r

26.50 6.00 -3.92**

No. l's . 19-.26- 8.59 11.30 4.94 2.82**

Defensive Positive 3s,52.5 / 8.38 55.20 9.35 .90

General Maladjustment 1 97.4 4 1 6.80 91.70 B.34 .33**

Psychosis .47.43 7:04 49.80 ,4:66 -1 02

Personality Disorder 74.40 ;11.95 73.00 '12:04 . 4

Neurosis 83:24 -7.95 '84.70 9.13

Personality Integrat on . 10.16 3.67 13.00 5.27 -2.0

No. of Deviant Si .***

*Sig. at .05 Level
**Sig. at .01 Level
**.*Not Scored on Selected Group

18
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A 1,...vna-tinlaion'ur tem NVMSt.r. nun; rMuJnt..I riuteit.lrAN1b

ON THE SELF-CONCEPT SCALE
PRE AND POST TESTING

r

Mean

TABLE 111

N19 .

S.D.'s Means
N=10

S.D.'s "t"
.

Self-Criticism 35.80 7.17 '33.9Q , 5.3. -----707

jrue/False 1.07 .24 .' 1.09 .18 1.68

Net 'Conflict -1:20 13.00' 0.10 9.16 -.26

Total Conflict 30.80 9.92 -26.90 r 8.45 .95

Total Positive. 333.39 35.26 338.89 23,84 -.41

Identity 120.40 643.97 ' 121.60. 8.37 -.23

Sel.f-Satisfaction 104.90 15.43 107.70 11.19 -.46

Behavior 1108.10 "12.13 , 109.60 7.41 -.33 .

PhysAcal Self 64.40 7:34 67.30 6.16. -.96

Moral-EthicalSelf 69.10 7.40 . 67.80 - 6:99 .40

Personal Self 65.90 8.81 68.60 3.65 .89

Family Self 66.70 -11..53 67.20 8.37 -.11
Social. Self 67.30 9.91 '468.00 6.75 -.18
Total Variability :46.90 14.05 36.60 10.13' 1.88
Column Variability 27.40 8.84 19.30 8.87 2.04*
Row Variability 19.50 6.29 15.40 4.37 1.69
Distribution 107.30 13.78 102.40 16.56' .72

No. 5'S 15.00 7.91 10.50 '.8.70 1.21

No. 4' Er 26.80 6.05 32.30 7.16 85

No.'3's 19.70 7.68 19.40 i '

w -.53
.

Na. 2's 24.90 7.52 26.50

No. l's 13.70 '6.64 11.30 A 94 1.01

Defensive Positive 50.90 10.92 55.20 9.35 -.95

General Maladjustment 89.0 11.20 91.70 8.34 -.45-

Psychosis 51.70 -'7.45 A9.80 .1%4.66 .68

Personality Disordpr 71.90 12.47 73.00 , 12.04 ,-.20
Neurosis 81.70 10.95 84.70 9.13 -47 -

Personality Integration 12.30 4.37 13.00 5.27 -.32

No of Deviant Signs 8.d 80 7.06 9.20 7.46 -.12

*Sig. at .05 Level.
**Sig. at .01 Level



COMPARISON OF ST. ANDREWS PRESBYTERIAN COLLECT HANICAPPIED
STUDENT SAMPLE WITH monmE HOME PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

ON THE TENNESSE SELF-CONCEPT PRE-TEST

oo'

TABLE IV

Ni=50

Means S,D.'n Mcans S.D.'s
'N=.10

lit

Self-Criticism , 37.64 ,5.90 35AD 7.18 .87

True/False' 1.05 .27 1.07" 24 :--.20\

Net Conflict
.--

-1.46 12.52
& . .1

-1.20- 13.00 or.06 ,-

Total, Congict 31.06 7.72 30.80 .9:92' 1"-.09

Tbtt Positive
.

339,14 30.57 '333.39 35.26 -/' '.53

ldentlty 123:78 10.92 - 120.Z 0 13.98 .--- .85
.

Self-Satisfaction . 103.94 13.84' 1d4:96 15.44' -.20

Behavior 111.14 19.23 108.10 ^ 12.13 .83

Physical;Self 64.92 6.42 .64.40 7.34 .23

Moral-gthical Self 68.52 8.28 69.10 7.40 -.21

Personal Self 65.29 f 7.22 65.90' 8.81 -.23,

Family Self 71.09 8.84 66.70 11.52 1.36

Social Self 69.79 7.91
\

67.30
4

9.91 .87

Total Variability 46.08 11.33 46.90 14.05 -.20

Colon Vdriability 27.66f .. 8.31 27.40 8.85 .09

Row Variability ' 18.62 5.34 19.50 6.29 -.46

Distribution 112.32 25.65 107.36-' 13.78 .60

No. 5's" 15.28 10.30 15.00 7.91 .08

No. 4's 23.64 6.65 26.80 6.05 .-1.39

No. 3's
k

21.78 8.96 19.70 ' 7.69 .68

No. 2's . 17.9'2. 7.24 24.90 .- 7.52.,. '-2.77**

No. l's 17.78 8.58 13.70 .6.64 1.44

Defensive Positive 51.14 ' d0.68 50.90 1-9_0.92 .06

General Maladjustment 95.78 -8.38 89.70 ' 11.20 1.98*

Psychosis 47.32 6.47 51:70 7.45 -1.91

Personality Disorder. 71.64 1].31 -71.90 12.47. -.07

Neurosis 81.96 10:54 81.70 10.95 .07 -

Personality Integration 9.48. 3.20 12.30 4.37 -2.39* ,

No. of Deviant Signs***
.

*Sig. at .05 Level
**Sig. at .01 Level

***Not Scored for Origin1 Sample

(lb



A COMPARISON, OF STl'ANDREWS PRMYTERIAN 6HJAtCE HANDICAPPED
.STUDENT SAMPLE'WITHMtaLE HOME PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

ON THE TENNESSEE $ EkF-CONCEPT SCALE POST-TEST

'TABLE V.

N.,50

Means. .D.' Means, Veto

Self'rCriticipm
. .

37.79t 5.5S 33.90 5.36 i:93

True/False -:: 1.61 .19 , 1.09 .19 7.95

Net Conflict - '-3,07 8.62 .10 9.15 . -.9

Total Conflict ..1- 29v27 9.84 26.90: 8.4$ .68

Total PosiUve 341.55 12035 -. 338.89 . 23.84 .24

Identity ' 125.03 :11.45' ' 121.A0 8.37 .87,

Self-Satisfaction 106.55 - 12.58 107.70 , 11.9 7:26

Behavior 110a10 12.22_ 1169.60 '7.41 C .1'2

Physical Self . 66.-79 7.23 67,30 , 6.16 -.20
"Moral-Ethicil Self 70.21 8.32 -67.80 6.99 .82 ",

Personal Self , 65.38. 7.83 6.8.60y 3.65 -1%25 .

Family Self 70.69 8.76 67.20- 8.38 1.10

Social-Self 68.55 8.12 68.00 6.75 .19

Total Variability 45.83 11.60 36.60, 10.13 2.23*
qolumn Variability 27.45 7.53 19.30 8.87 2.82**
Row Variability .- 18.38 6.34 15.40 . 438 1.37
Distribution 108.76 29.46 102.40 16.56 .64

No. 5's 4.79 10.64 10.50 8.70 ° 1.15
No. 4's 25.31 8.28 32.30 7.16 -2.37*
No. 3's . 22.34 . 11.84 19.40 6.75 .74

No. 2's 19.59 8.76 26.50 6.00 -2.30

No. l's , 16.34 10.31 11.0 4.94 1.48

Defensive Positive 50.82 9.39 55.20 ' 9.35 -1.27
General Maladjustment 94.69 9.69 91.70 8.34 .87.

Psychosis 47.65 7.40 49.80 4.66 -.86
Personality Disorder 73.96 9.99 73.00 ,12.04 t .25

Neurosis
';(.._

81.72 ld.31 84.70 'Y, 9:13 -.81

Personality Integration. 10.31 -4.56 13.00 5.27 -1.55

No. of Deviant Signs*** .

*.05 of Sig.
**.01 "Levd of Sig.
***Not Scored for or original Sample'

4
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A

COMPARISON OF TIM, ripwri.r.- NOME PROJECT. PARTI CI PANTS ,
, ON TNE ..AD(/ ECU VE CHECKItl l'ItE-POST TIT

TABLE VI
I 1

L

A
NalaPre,

Means_ .De's
N0 Post'

Means. S.D.ts

A

NumberChelp0 .111.0.

1840
p.70
' 7.94

7.18.94 ,

(110.90

18.50

'57.36-7-'

30.24

5.46

15.34

104

-.034".

- 14
-.,

Defensive \,/, .

Favorable-A4jectives 50.20

Unfavoraliktdjectivie: 9:60 6.34 9.80 5.87 -.07

Self-Conitdence 9.10 '6.90 9.10 , 6.54 .00

.Self -.Cot ol . '.2.90' :!' . '6.10 '3.60 . 5.38 -:0---7

Labil y - %10.50 3.72 ,

--
#11.30 3.97 -.46'

ersonal Adjustment . 10.50 4.92 - 10.30 6.05 .08

Achievement v 12.20 6.74 .14.59 5.7Q .25

bminance 11.10 7.20 12.30 6 81 -.38

Endurafice 7.50 y 5.70 7.60 :39 -.04,

Order 7.50 5.38 6.40 , 5.04 .47

Intraception 13.70 4.94 14.20 5.55 Z.21

Nurturance 16.0 8.83 17.80 7.88 -.48
Affiliation 22.89 8.58 23.00 7.33 -03
Heterosexuality 9.90 4.95 10.00 4.29 -.05
Exhibition 4.50 7.86 5.60 8.47. -.30

Autonomy 5.00 4.34 5.10 4.72 -.05
Aggression -10.90 9.02 -8.90 6.21 -.32

Change 7.70 5.48 7.40 4.72 .13

Succdrance .30 3.83" -.40 4.95 .35

Abasement -1.90 5.78 -3.10 5.54 .47

Deference - .20 5.67 .70 5.21 -.

Readiness for Counseling, -4'.60 11.46 . -4.40 8.93 _

A

*.05 Level of Sig.
**.01 Level of Sig.

22



r

,Questionnaire for Handicapped Vroject Croup

Did your activi es of daily living change much as you moved into a Mobile

Home? If soy in wha way Pleaise desdribe in as much detail as possible.
4

Y.

0
RI

i/
Did you feel any loss of self-confidence during or shortly after your

move and did your confidence increase as you found some of the problems

y9u anticipated resolved?

23
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,Appendix,, 11

Project Participants

7'

gt. Andtcws Handicapped Students

Occupant A,

Femalep 22 years' of

c

age, resident of North Carolina. Disabili
:classified es para0egia'due to birth. defect. Uses wheeldhair
most of the time, but can use forearm crutches for sliort!time 7
periOd#.,

<

a Occuparit B
. -

Male. 21 years of agle, resident of Virginia. Disability classi-
fied as paraplegia (C -7) due to pcli4elities. itestricted

wheelchair,' full use of upper ,extremities.

2 .°)

OCcupant C

Male, 22 years of age, resident of Georgia. Disability classi-
fied as paraplegia (C-6/7) due to pbliomyelities. Restricted to
wheelchair,- full use of one arm, weakness in one arm.

;

Occupant D

- Male, 25 years of age, resident of North Carolina.. Disability
classified as quadriplegia due to diving accident. Restricted
to wheelchair, uses an electric chair exclusively,, no use bf
lower extremities, limited use of arms and bands.

Occupant E

Female, 24 years of age, resident of North Carolina. Disability
classified as 4uadriplegia due to poliomyelities. Restricted to
wheelchair, uses- electric chair exclusively, no use of lower ex-
tremities, deformed left hand and right arm.

Occupant F

Female, 22 years of age, resident of Connecticut. Disability
classified as quadriplegia (C-5/6) due to diving accident.



. I 411i
Restricted to wheelchair, uses_ an electric wheelchair vast
majority of the tithe. No -use of lower'extremllies, limited\A/
of arms and hands.

Occypant G

jemale, 73 Rears of age, ;resident of North 'Caroling'. Lited:
4 , use of all four extremities dueTto-birth defect. Ambulatory with

, the use of crutches fo short periods_ ofTme, relies OlcianuaX
.

c--

,,
'wheelchair majority of each day.,. . g . e

A

Occuimnt H

--

.

,-- Female', 21 year of age, resident of Virginia. Disability
classified as quadriplegia, all extremities involVed with
deforthed trunk.' Restricted to heelChair, uses an electric'

c,

chair exclusively : f
,_..

Occupant I

V 4

Male, 24 years of age, resident of Florida. Disability classified
as paraplegia due to. poliomyelities. Restricted to wheelchSir, no
use*of lower extremities, muscular weakness in left shoulder.

OCcupant J

Female,'23 years of age, resident of North Carolina. Disability-
classiied as quadriplegia due to central brain damage as a result
of injury in an automobile accident. Limited use of all extremi-
ties. Uses a manual wheelchair for short periods of time, relies
on an electric wheelchair the vast majority of time.

A

25
/.

r.


